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BABY AND BIRTHDAY BALLOONS

STANDARD
BALLOON
BOUQUET (5)
Bunch of 5 latex plain
colour standard size
balloons with matching
ribbons and weight. Many
colours to choose from.

STANDARD
BALLOON
BOUQUET (10)
Bunch of 10 latex plain
colour standard size
balloons with matching
ribbons and weight. Add
coloured tassels for an
additional cost.

JUMBO DELUXE
CONFETTI
BALLOONS
Approximate size of 80cm.
Metallic confetti available in
black, white, gold, silver,
true rose gold, light pink,
rose pink, hot pink, royal
blue, light blue, navy,
burgundy, green, red, copper
and purple. Helium filled
balloon with ribbon. Add
25cm coloured tassels for an
additional cost.

JUMBO DELUXE
+ STANDARD
BALLOONS
Jumbo deluxe confetti
balloon with 5 standard size
plain colour balloons with
matching ribbons and
weight. Many colours to
choose from in both confetti
and standard size balloons.

JUMBO CRYSTAL
CLEAR
Jumbo crystal clear
confetti balloons. Confetti
pools at the base of the
balloon. Many colours to
choose from for the 
 confetti and tassels. Add
coloured tassels or 5 latex
plain colour standard
balloons for an additional
cost.

ROUND JUMBO
BALLOON
Jumbo round plain colour
80cm latex balloons with
ribbon and weight.
Jumbo crystal clear
confetti balloons, 25cm
tassels, jumbo crystal
clear and giant number
balloons shown.

METALLIC FOIL
ORBZ
Rose gold 40cm metallic
orbz on a weight. 25cm
coloured tassels, jumbo
crystal clear confetti
balloons and giant rose
gold helium filled number
also shown. Giant letters
also available in gold and
silver.

GIANT NUMBER
BALLOONS
Giant rose gold numbers
with 3 balloons under-
neath each number on
weights. Giant numbers
also available in gold and
silver and standard size
balloons in various
colours.
Giant letter balloons in
gold, rose gold and silver
need to be pre-ordered.
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